“Clogs were costing us time and money...

When you’re screening fill - time is money. And we were losing it every day because each load of sand that we dumped onto the screen would pile up instead of flowing through efficiently. We’d have to get things started by hand and work the pile until it finally loosened up. Once we added a VIBCO Vibrator to the screen, we stopped having to work the loads by hand. The vibration also helped to break down some of the larger pieces so that more material was flowing through to the hopper.”

Yard Manager,
Cliff W., North Carolina

Model DC-1600
12 Volt Battery Operated Vibrator

- 12 V DC Power
- Max Speed 5000 VPM at 1 Phase
- 1000 lbs of force
- 82 dB on A-Scale at 1 meter

CLICK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL DETAILS

ALTERNATE MODEL
- Model HLF-1300 Hydraulic Vibrator